ABSTRACT On account of the poor shareability of fuzzy spatiotemporal data in Web while XML could contribute to information performance and information interaction flexibly, we study the methodology of modeling the fuzzy spatiotemporal data based on relational database and transforming fuzzy spatiotemporal data from relational database to XML. In this paper, we propose a kind of fuzzy spatiotemporal relational model and devise a temporal edge approach to transform fuzzy spatiotemporal relational data into XML documents, which is devoted to capturing the semantics of fuzzy spatiotemporal features, such as temporal feature, spatial feature, and fuzzy feature. The unique of this approach is that no schema information is required for transformation of fuzzy spatiotemporal data. Finally, the study would solve the challenge of both information share and information transfer between relational database and XML of fuzzy spatiotemporal data. Such approach of transformation would make a contribution to the interoperability of fuzzy spatiotemporal data between relational database and XML.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of Web application, spatiotemporal information plays an important role in many applications such as the environmental changes monitoring [23] , the moving vehicle detection [21] , [41] , visual object tracking [16] , traffic sensor data processing [37] , even biometric recognition [2] , clinical and experimental electrophysiology [5] during these years. Recently, the fuzzy spatiotemporal concept has been raised [34] , [40] . Different from generic data, it is known for the fuzzy feature. Due to the unique attributes of fuzzy spatiotemporal data, it needs an appropriate method to express the spatio-temporality, fuzziness, and topological relationship. In the current computer science field, large amounts of data are stored in traditional relational databases in virtue of the reliability, maturity and independence of it. Because relational databases have advantages of storing and managing data, that is inevitable to store spatiotemporal data in relational databases. The formers have investigated the approach of modeling it based on UML [18] , [26] , OWL DL ontology [45] , object-oriented database [11] and knowledgebase [38] in addition to relational database [1] , [25] . However, these works are isolated. The various types of data models [19] and the new technology of database also spring up endlessly and extensively make the high degree of heterogeneity, the case of which caused the small islands of information. It is of utmost urgency to solve the current problem both in data transmission and data sharing.
Fortunately, XML [14] develops rapidly and has been the de facto standard for representing and exchanging data on the Web, which has become the major medium for integrating and exchanging data of different organizations on account of its simplicity, readability and portability. There are also a series of works arising on modeling spatiotemporal data based on XML [13] , [27] , [29] . For better sharing data, it is important to make the transformation between relational databases and XML documents. Therefore, a range of studies on it has been published in recent years [3] , [15] , [19] , [22] . But these works are directed at general data and ignore the temporal, spatial features and the fuzzy ones. As for fuzzy spatiotemporal data, several studies have been raised [8] , [26] and the transformation of which are unidirectional. There is little progress in the transformation of fuzzy spatiotemporal data among heterogeneous databases, especially the one from relational databases to XML. The task of converting fuzzy spatiotemporal data between relational database and XML still demands further attention. However, although our work cannot be extended on previous achievements directly, the previous efforts provide basic methods of modeling fuzzy spatiotemporal data based on relational database and XML document for references.
In this paper, we design a fuzzy spatiotemporal data model in relational database to capture the semantics of fuzzy spatiotemporal features. To enhance the fuzzy information sharing in Web, we study a temporal edge approach to convert fuzzy spatiotemporal relational data to XML document. Apart from that, we also devise a fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree based on ER model to finish the task of transformation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review previous efforts in modeling fuzzy spatiotemporal data on relational database, XML and the transformation between them. After establishing a fuzzy spatiotemporal data model based on relational database in Section III, we put forward the method of transforming fuzzy spatiotemporal data from relational database to XML in Section IV and Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Structured models could be benefit to data transmission and data sharing. It is such a significant project to structure the fuzzy spatiotemporal data. But Transforming flat, unordered relational structure into hierarchical, ordered XML data is not a straightforward task. In this part, we review previous efforts in spatiotemporal data modeling and transforming, also introduce the transformation of generic data.
A. FUZZY SPATIOTEMPORAL DATA MODELING BASED ON RELATIONAL DATABASE
Fuzzy values have been employed to model and handling fuzzy information in relational databases has been proposed since Zadeh [43] introduced the theory of fuzzy sets and possibility [44] . Tatarinov et al. [38] used a meteorological database application in an intelligent database architecture, which combined an object-oriented database with a knowledgebase for modeling and querying spatiotemporal objects. Antova et al. [1] devised a powerful query language which was built on the basis of PostgreSQL. It used the concept of U-relations in order to maximize space-efficiency. After that, Ma [25] introduced fuzzy extended entityrelationship (FEER) model, fuzzy nested relational databases and then developed the approaches to mapping the fuzzy EER model to the fuzzy nested relational schema, Zhao et al. [46] put forward the fuzzy ER data model with description logic based on DLR. To extract knowledge from fuzzy relational databases automatically, Ma et al. [31] and [28] propose an approach by means of fuzzy DL and studied the conjunctive querying techniques from tractable to more expressive fuzzy DLKBs (Description Logic knowledge bases). There are also various fuzzy conceptual data models were reviewed in [32] .
B. FUZZY SPATIOTEMPORAL DATA MODELING BASED ON XML
There is also some achievement on fuzzy XML, proposed a fuzzy XML data model based on XML DTD [26] and new one based on XML Schema [27] , [42] to solve the problem that XML DTD lacks enough expressive power to properly describe highly structured data, presented strategies of transforming two general fuzzy spatiotemporal data trees into one binary fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree which adopted XML twig pattern technique to determine topological relationship continuously and could reduce unnecessary execution time of querying the desired nodes [9] and provided a generic overview of the approaches to modeling fuzzy XML data and identifying possible research opportunities from the point of fuzzy XML data management [10] , [29] , for example. Ma and Chen also devised the fuzzy spatiotemporal UML data model and provided the rules for converting the fuzzy spatiotemporal UML data model to the fuzzy spatiotemporal XML model [18] , [26] , respectively. Recently, Bai and Ma et al. [12] and [30] focused on consistency conditions for fuzzy spatiotemporal data in XML documents and proposed algorithms for fixing these inconsistencies. In the meantime, Bai et al. [13] devoted to the uncertain spatiotemporal data model based on XML and presented a series of algebraic operations based on the model they proposed to capture uncertain spatiotemporal information, then presented some queries on fuzzy spatiotemporal XML data [6] , [7] . That is already mature enough to model fuzzy spatiotemporal data on XML.
C. TRANSFORMATION OF GENERIC DATA FROM RELATIONAL DATABASE TO XML
It is known to have linear time complexity in XML databases that based on RDBMS, which is generally based on Document Object Model (DOM) or Simple API for XML (SAX) [4] . Concerning the transformation between XML and relational database, there are three basic methods. In the first two approaches, the tags, attributes of XML schema and the content of the XML document are stored as database values in relational databases [3] . One of which is storing XML documents as a whole within a single database attribute, such as Oracle [33] , whose drawback is no more possible to lock only parts of this document for update purposes in the area of transaction management. Another one is shredding, such as decomposing XML documents into a graph structure before storing them into database tables [17] and translating the conceptual schema of a relational database into XML schema based on EER [19] . A disadvantage of it is that has got to construct the schema before querying data we need, which enhances the task size of query, makes query formulation cumbersome and decreases the query efficiency. The structure of XML documents is mapped to a corresponding relational schema to allow the transformation to already existing relational schemata, which are stored in XML documents referencing to the mapping [15] , [35] , [36] , [39] . And the last one solved the disadvantages above mentioned.
D. TRANSFORMATION OF SPATIOTEMPORAL DATA BETWEEN RELATIONAL DATABASE AND XML
Although the work of the transformation between relational database and XML has developed for several decades, VOLUME 6, 2018 the study of transforming fuzzy spatiotemporal data from relational databases to XML documents has only recently started and still merits further attention. To improve the interoperability of fuzzy spatiotemporal data between XML and relational database, Ma has investigated the formal conversions from the fuzzy UML model to the fuzzy XML model and the formal mapping from the fuzzy XML model to the fuzzy relational databases based on decomposition [26] . But this approach of transformation depends on the existence of a schema. There is an edge-based approach arose to solve it [24] . Bai et al. [8] optimized it and proposed a temporal edge approach to transform fuzzy spatiotemporal XML data into relational databases, which need no schema information for the transformation of fuzzy spatiotemporal data. Unfortunately, the reverse operations of these approaches are not taken into consideration.
III. FUZZY SPATIOTEMPORAL RELATIONAL DATA MODEL
In this part, we introduce some basic concepts comprising the definition and operation of modeling fuzzy spatiotemporal data in relational database. Distinct from general spatiotemporal data, fuzzy spatiotemporal data have a set of unique characteristics accounting for that. So we introduce the theory of fuzzy sets to describe fuzzy feature of fuzzy spatiotemporal data in this thesis. Fuzzy sets are sets whose elements have degrees of membership. Fuzzy set theory defines the membership of elements as possibility distribution, which accesses the membership of elements in the sets progressively. There is the membership function valued in the real unit interval [0, 1] be used to signify it in possibility distribution theory. When the degree of membership valued 1 or 0, that means the membership is certain one where the element absolutely belongs to the set or exactly the opposite. In the following sections, we call it as possibility collectively. Then we introduce the MBR to represent the position of fuzzy information, which indicates the conjunctive changes in the time period p of a rectangular. Given t ∈ p, the position of the MBR in t could be expressed by x-axis and y-axis: x min ≤ x(t) ≤ x max ∩ y min ≤ y(t) ≤ y max , which could be represented as (x min , y min ), (x max , y max ).
The distinction of base tables between fuzzy spatiotemporal databases and general ones lies in the requirement of expressing temporal, spatial and fuzzy information of the former. Due to the conjunctive changes of that above-mentioned information, it is difficult to store just in one table. Therefore we propose 5 types of tables that link to each other by ordinal to represent fuzzy spatiotemporal information, which called summary, OID, ATTR, position and motion, respectively. Summary is the total information of the data; OID which called historical topological structure is the changing history of the spatiotemporal data and changes of which depict spatiotemporal objects changing into other spatiotemporal objects, such as creation, split, mergence, elimination and so on; ATTR is the static attribute of fuzzy spatiotemporal data while position and motion are dynamic ones which devote to describe the fuzzy position, velocity and the movement trend. 
Example 4:
As is shown in Table 4 , it takes cloud1 as example, given the positional information of it in ''(t 8 , t 9 ),'' the ordinal is ''0.1-3.1''and the possibility is ''0.8,'' the MBR are ''(3, 5)'' and '' (6, 8) ,'' respectively.
Definition 7 (Motion Type):
The 5-tuple M (o, x, y,t, p) depicts the motional information of fuzzy spatiotemporal data, where o records the ordinal that references to Definition 3, x and y record the direction and the velocity that called x-axis and y-axis. It is noted that the direction could be ''↑,'' ''↓,'' ''←'' and ''→.'' Time is represented as t which could retrospect to Definition 2 and p is used to record the possibility of the motion. 
Example 5:
As is shown in Table 5 , there is the motional information of cloud1 has been displayed. ''→'' and ''↑'' in (t 10 , t 11 ) mean the directions on x-axis and y-axis are north and east, respectively. Possibility of the direction is 0.7. ''4'' and ''6'' in (t 12 , t 13 ) represent the velocities on x-axis and y-axis are ''4'' and ''6,'' respectively. Possibility of the velocity is ''0.8.'' The possibilities all above mentioned are relative ones. Since a relational database is composed of multiple tables that are linked together in some meaningful way, it can be used to describe fuzzy spatiotemporal data. As to the case that elements or attributes of spatiotemporal data is fuzzy, which can be denoted by fuzzy framework to indicate the possibility of elements change into those elements or attributes in relational databases. The possibility is relative and based on the assumption that the possibility is exactly 1.0 before the change. Such the possibility should be called relative possibility.
As for sublist, we'll give an example to specify in detail. Example 6: As is shown in Table 6 and Table 7 , there two tables are sublists of Table 3 , for the sake of supplementing the attribute of Table 3 . In (t 4 , t 5 ), the possibility of covering Shenyang and Dalian are ''0.8'' and ''0.7,'' respectively. The ordinal of covering Shenyang and Dalian are ''0.1-2.1.1'' and ''0.1-2.1.2,'' respectively. In (t 6 , t 7 ), the possibility of the cloud density is ''thick'' or ''thin'' is ''0.85''or ''0.75.'' The ordinal of that are ''0.1-2.2.1'' and ''0.1-2.2.2,'' respectively.
Among the 5 types of table defined, summary is the table to record the total information of data, OID is the table to depict the historical topological properties of data, ATTR is a kind of static table and position and motion are dynamic ones. Overall, the four types of table contribute to describe certain types of attribute of data that are OID, ATTR, position and motion, which could be regarded as sublists of summary table. Meanwhile they also have their own sublists. And as such, the fuzzy spatiotemporal relational databases can store a large amount of fuzzy spatiotemporal information, which meets the demand of the storage of data in various fuzzy spatiotemporal applications.
IV. TRANSFORMATION OF FUZZY SPATIOTEMPORAL DATA FROM RELATIONAL DATABASE TO XML
In this section, we exhibit a generic approach to transform fuzzy spatiotemporal data from relational model to XML model. Relational databases can be converted to ordered tree structure. Define a fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree has 8 types of nodes: root, element, general attribute, spatial VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 1. Fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree that concludes sublists.
attribute, temporal attribute, text, fuzzy structure and possibility attribute, where general attribute, spatial attribute and temporal attribute are all attribute nodes. Each attribute node owns the certain name and value. Define the general attribute as static attribute, spatial attribute and temporal attribute as dynamic one to describe the change of position and time, respectively. We regard per tuple in tables of summary type and OID type as element, ATTR type as general attribute, position type, motion type and their sublists as spatial nodes where we put forward representing the fuzzy attribute by using fuzzy structure. We consider time and possibility columns in one table as temporal attribute node and possibility attribute node, respectively. The exact value would be indicated as text node. It is noted that possibility, temporal and text nodes can be used as descendant nodes of element, general attribute and spatial attribute nodes.
Definition 8 (General Nodes): Given a table X (A, B, C, D)
, regard X as root node, each of tuples S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , . . . , S k (k = N + ) as child nodes of X , the attribute columns as the child nodes of S k which expressed as Regarding the relationship among tuples in all tables, if there are two tuples in the same length of the ordinal which only different from the last place, it means they share the same parent node and which are sibling node to each other; if in different length and the short one is the same with the left part of the long one entirely, they are parent-child relationship when whose lengths are different from one bite, otherwise they are ancestor-descendant relationship.
Definition 9 (Fuzzy Structure): Given a fuzzy spatiotemporal data table X (A, B, C, D) , build the fuzzy structure nodes V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , . . . , V k (k ∈ N + ) as the child nodes of S k , S k (k = 1) could be omitted and the fuzzy attribute columns V k should be the child nodes of X directly when there is only one tuple in the table. The attribute columns A, B, C, D will be the child nodes of V k . And the part of sublists conferences to Definition 8.
Example 7: As is shown in Fig. 1 which takes Table 3 , Table 6 and Table 7 as example, it regards ATTR as parent node and sets covered cities and cloud density as whose child nodes. Since covered cities and cloud density are fuzzy, we build the fuzzy structure nodes D 1 and D 2 as their child nodes. For Table 3 , there are sublists called Table 6 and  Table 7 linked with it, which are both fuzzy data. So we build the fuzzy structure nodes V 4 and V 5 as their child nodes, build GA 7 , GA 8 and GA 9 , GA 10 as the child nodes of V 4 and V 5 , respectively. At last, we take the attribute columns of sublists as the descendant nodes of root node ATTR. About the fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree of Table 6 in Fig. 1 , it should be constructed as Fig. 2 . On account of the same fuzzy structure of GA 7 and GA 8 , we combine V 4 and V 4 as the parent nodes of GA 7 and GA 8 for simplicity. Similarly, we can get the fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree of Table 7 , too.
In the case of the relationship among the nodes, we put forward an approach that uses the edges of fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree to denote it.
Definition 10 (Ordinal and Type of Edge): Given the parent node A and its child node B, combine them and get an edge A-B, assign the created edges with ordinal 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , n (n ∈ N + ) in order from left to right if there are sibling nodes that share the same parent nodes. We divide the edges into seven types : DD, DF, FD, FF, DT, TD, FT , where the DD edge depicts the parent and the child node of the edge are deterministic nodes, the DF edge represents the parent and the child node of the edge are deterministic node and fuzzy node, the FD edge indicates the parent and the child node of the edge are fuzzy node and deterministic node, the FF edge denotes the parent and the child node of the edge are both fuzzy ones, the DT edge expresses the parent node is deterministic and the child node is temporal, the TD edge means the parent and the child node of the edge are temporal node and deterministic node, the FT edge describes the parent and the child node of the edge are fuzzy node and temporal node.
With regard to the DF edge, the FD edge, the FF edge and the FT edge that possess fuzzy node in virtue of the fuzzy structure, which is introduced to signify the fuzzy information. There is no TF edge in that the child nodes of the temporal attribute nodes must be text nodes.
Example 8: As is shown in Fig. 3 which takes the Table 4 as example, there are two different positions in two time periods, so we create two nodes that named position1 and position2 and introduce the fuzzy structure nodes V 1 and V 1 to describe the fuzzy positions clearly. Then combine the parent nodes with their child nodes in order from the root node. We use V 1 and V 1 to depict the fuzzy features of position1 and position2. After that we assign the ordinal of created edges in order as Definition 10 shows. About the types proposed in Definition 10, SA 1 -SA 3 and SA 1 -SA 4 are both DD edges; SA 3 -TA 2 and SA 4 -TA 2 are both DT edges; SA 3 -V 1 and SA 3 -V 1 are both DF edges; TA 2 -T 5 and TA 2 -T 5 are both TD edges; 6 and V1 -E 7 are FD edges.
Definition 11 (Nodes With Multiple Time Periods):
Given the temporal attribute columns of X : n i , n j , n p , n q (i, j, p, q = 1, 2 . . .), n j is the subset of n i , n q is the subset of n p and n p is the descendant set of n i . Then we have n q ⊂ n j and ∪n k = n j (k ∈ q). We can draw a conclusion that n j is the child node of n i , n q is the the child node of n p and n p is the descendant node of n i in the data tree.
Example 9: Table 5 is a case study of the node with multiple time periods in relational database. If known time period (t 12 , t 13 ) is contained by (t 10 , t 11 ), we create the temporal attribute nodes TA 3 , TA 7 and text nodes T 6 , T 18 as their child nodes to record (t 10 , t 11 ) and (t 12 , t 13 ), respectively. Then regard TA 3 as ancestor node of TA 7 and the temporal attributes nodes of the Table 5 are represented as TA 3 and TA 7 in Fig. 6 .
In the actual approach of transformation, given the summary Step 1: Create the root nodes of each tables and the child nodes of it as E i , GA i or SA i depends on the type of the table, where the operation is described in detail in Definition 8.
Step 2: Judge whether there is fuzzy information or not, create the fuzzy structure nodes V i if there is and the operation is described in detail in Definition 9. Step 3: Create the possibility attribute nodes P i . For the value of possibility columns are 1.0, we believe that there is no possibility attribute nodes.
Step 4: Create the temporal attribute nodes TA i . We can create the temporal attribute nodes one by one and then delete the redundant ones towards the temporal columns in the same FIGURE 6. Fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree of Table 5 .
value. We state that if the time period of a node is the same with its descendant nodes, delete the ones of its descendant nodes. It is noted that the temporal attribute node of a node n is optional since the temporal attribute of n can be inherited from its ancestor node.
Step 5: Create the text nodes to record the specific value for nodes created before.
Step 6: Combine the parent node m with its child nodes n i , form the edge m-n i (i = 1, 2, 3 . . . k), k ∈ N + .
Step 7: Combine the created trees of every tables, look up and compare the root nodes with the terminal nodes, replace A x with B if the root nodes of B is the same with the terminal nodes A x of A, or look up the ordinal that shorter than the root nodes in one bite and is the same with left section of the root nodes which named X 0 when there is no similar nodes in the tree X , regard the found node X 0 as the parent node of X and combine them.
Step 8: Assign the ordinal of each edges where the operation is described in detail in Definition 10. According to the procedure above mentioned, we can create the fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree of fuzzy data M .
Example 10: Assume the time period (t 12 , t 13 ) is contained by (t 10 , t 11 ), create the tree of Table 1-7 based on Step.1-6 as Fig.4, Fig.5, Fig.1, Fig.2 and Fig.6 , respectively. According to Step.7, combine the five created trees references to Step. 9. It is obvious that OID, ATTR, position and motion are child nodes of cloud1, combine E 1 with E 2 , GA 1 , SA 1 and SA 2 , form the edges E 1 -E 2 , E 1 -GA 1 , E 1 -SA 1 and E 1 -SA 2 . At last, assign the created edges in order as Step. 8 shows, then we create the fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree of cloud1 which is shown as Fig. 7 . Due to the limited space, we omit the position2 in Fig. 2 and the part of position in actual transformation is the same with Fig. 3 .
In a sense, the XML document consists of a structure of data tree, which makes it easy to transform between XML documents and trees. Generally, an XML document is composed of root node, element nodes, attribute nodes and text content nodes. All elements can have n(n ≥ 0) other nodes like elements, attribute and text content as its subelements. From a formal modeling point of view, we consider the attribute nodes as elements of a special kind in this paper because there is no difference between an attribute and an element node and both of which perform as nodes in data tree. Thanks to the flexible format and the character of selfdefinition of XML, we can divide the nodes of XML data tree into element nodes and attribute nodes as required.
As is shown in Fig. 8 , which is the result of transformation depend on the tree of Fig. 7 . We define the temporal attribute nodes and possibility attribute nodes as the attribute nodes of XML document and the text nodes are regarded as text content nodes, the root node Clouds in the tree is considered as root node of XML document, and other nodes are defined as element nodes.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we investigated the methodology of modeling the fuzzy spatiotemporal data. Furthermore, an approach of transforming fuzzy spatiotemporal data from relational databases to XML documents has been proposed. We concluded a fuzzy spatiotemporal data tree based on ER, which contributed to the transformation above mentioned.
Future work will focus on evaluating the results of the proposed approach and extending the studies on the application of the transformation of fuzzy spatiotemporal data. We plan to further investigate a more convenient process to convert fuzzy spatiotemporal data. What's more, we will also devote to developing an automatic transformation of spatiotemporal data from relational database to XML without human intervention.
